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Cuts through hard/soft wood, plastics, metals and laminates. Features adjustable control
that locks it into nine different angles. Low-friction, polyester coated 16" steel blade
for faster sawing with less effort. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

D. All-Purpose Tool

B439 Painted Tool Steel 52" L $38.95
AA936 Painted Tool Steel, 36" L $28.95

G. Fire Department Crowbar

F. Pinch Bars
Made of 1" hexagon steel, one end forged with a square point, the other end straight
and with the shape of a chisel. Great for prying and other entry applications. The 4 ft.
Pinch Bar is just like R597 but the chisel shape end is offset instead of straight. 
Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

E. Huxbar

F651 Huxbar $204.95

H. Compound Lever Bar

C757 Compound Lever Bar $19.95

Hexagon Steel 7/8" x 36" long. A handy tool to break open doors, jimmy windows, 
pry off hinges and locks, pull up flooring and much more. Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

Use it as a pry bar to open doors, windows, lift shingles, metal ceilings or tear up
floors. Also use it to shut off gas meters, open hydrants or remove lag screws and
spikes. Mounting brackets included. Ship. wt. 12 lbs.

No blade twist or wobble. High-tension grip makes blades cut better and stay sharper
longer. Removable pins allow cutting sideways and flush to a surface. 16" length. 
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

D178 All-Purpose Tool $16.95

J585 Fire Department Hack Saw $24.95
J58501 Replacement Blades $22.95/dz.

B. Heavy-Duty Rescue Saw

One of our best sellers. Used by thousands of departments because it makes the job
easy and safe. Made of hexagon steel, painted blue. Overall Size 5/8"x18".
Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

L290 Heavy-Duty Rescue Saw $25.95
L29001 Replacement Blades $103.95/dz.

R596 Pinch Bar, 36" L $39.95
R597 Pinch Bar, 48" L $48.95
R598 Pinch Bar, 54"  L $37.95
R600 Offset Pinch Bar, 48" L $54.95
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Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

A. Fire Department Hack Saw
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Get a handle on this multi-purpose rescue saw to cut through most anything such as
windshields, mobile homes, aircraft, ice, wood, sheet metal, etc. Features 10 two-sided,
cross-cutting teeth that cut on pull as well as push strokes. You’ll get positive control
from the rear “D” handle and celtex fireproof, covered upright front handle. Comes
with protective plastic point cover. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

C. Barracuda Rescue Saw

AK091 Barracuda Rescue Saw $149.95
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